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enCaption Wins Future Product Innovation Award, Presented by TV Technology 
 
WASHINGTON — enCaption, a turn-key solution for providing around-the-clock generation 
of captioning on live or recorded programming, is a recipient of Future’s Product Innovation 
Award presented by TV Technology. Future’s Product Innovation Awards are evaluated by a 
panel of engineers and industry experts, and are selected based on innovation, feature set, 
cost efficiency and performance in serving the industry. 
 
Winners receive an award for display and will be featured in TV Technology, the leading 
brand covering television and media technology. All nominated products are featured in the 
special Product Innovation Awards ebook which will be made available to more than 100,000 
readers of Future’s Business to Business brands. 
 
The latest version includes a powerful video delay feature that enables lip-sync grade 
caption synchronization, as well as updates to its punctuation and speaker separation 
abilities. When used alongside enTranslate, enCaption can provide real-time translated 
captions in 46 different languages. 
 
“The Future Product Innovation Awards are now in their seventh year,” said Paul McLane, 
Future managing director content for media technology titles. “The program focuses 
attention on innovation, cost-effectiveness and reliability. We are proud to recognize such 
excellence in our industry.” 
 
About ENCO 
Founded in 1983, ENCO pioneered the use of computer-based, digital audio and program 
automation for radio stations and TVstudios. The company has since evolved its product line 
to cross all aspects of today’s automated broadcast and production workflows, including 
closed-captioning, visual radio, audio compliance, instant media playout, remote 
contribution, and cloud-based web streaming. Beyond its flagship DAD system, which brings 
the industry’s best reliability, cost-efficiency and intuitive operation to automated radio 
operations worldwide, ENCO's enCaption solutions leverage patented, innovative 
technologies to optimize speed and accuracy in live closed captioning for TV and radio 
broadcasts. The company has also brought several of its broadcast and production 
environments to the professional AV industry, including enCaption for open captioning of 
meetings, lectures and events; and ClipFire and HotShot to support live video and audio 
playout for sports and events. ENCO is headquartered in Southfield, Michigan USA and 
retains a global distribution network, plus a growing network of partnerships with 
complementary industry vendors. For more information, please visit: www.enco.com. 
 


